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So far… 
• Sequences à genomic alignments 
• Which genomic regions are enriched? 
• Alignments à genomic depth per position 

• Q: How do I get only unique alignments? 
• A: Specified by parameters of aligner 

•  Try hard to find the best alignment 
•  Report only one alignment per sequence 
•  If there’s more than one equally good alignment, report none 



Goals for today… 
• Re-format alignments 
• Call peaks 
• Determine significant peaks by comparing replicates 
• Produce a region list of best peaks 
• Get annotation data on peaks 



SAM-to-BAM (compress files) 



sort BAM (genomic order) 



Visualizing depth 

Great for examining a few genes of interest, 
hard to get big picture of overall dataset 



The last example had obvious peaks… 



Peak Calling 
• Naïve peak calling: regions with an arbitrary minimum 

read depth (not recommended!) 
• Software peak callers: 

•  Depth relative to background depth 
•  Shape of peaks (narrow vs. broad) 
•  Alignment orientation 
•  Comparison to peaks in control sample 

• Many options to choose (MACS, spp, peakseq, homer, 
etc.) 



Getting set up 
3 seq files 
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Getting set up 
… or grab the finished alignments 
from the shared data library 

3 seq files 
 
à 3 alignments 

(SAM) 
 
à 3 alignments 

(BAM) 

à 3 sorted 
alignments 



Running macs as a single tool 



Using replicates 
• Even with case vs. control (and especially without!), 

difficult to set threshold for significant vs. noise 
•  Irreproducible Discovery Rate (IDR) analysis 

•  IDEA: set threshold based on concordance between replicates for 
features detected in different replicates 

•  Empirically estimated equivalent of FDR calculation 
•  Simplest set-up uses two replicates with controls 



Simple workflow with MACS2 and IDR 
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Replicate 1 



Simple workflow with MACS2 and IDR 

Replicate 2 



Simple workflow with MACS2 and IDR 

Compare 
replicates 



Simple workflow with MACS2 and IDR 

Process list of  
reproducible 
peaks 



Get the workflow 
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Run the workflow 
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This will take a few minutes… 



MACS output 



IDR output 



IDR output (sorted) 



IDR output 
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This is not very good… 



Filtering peaks based on IDR result 
• Back to MACS output (IDR output has bad coordinates) 
• Option 1: score threshold 

•  “Filter” data on any column… 
•  MACS output (peaks.bed) 
•  E.g., c5>8 

• Option 2: first n lines 
•  “Sort” on score column from MACS output (peaks.bed) 
•  “Select first”  

• Possible: repeat for rep 2, then merge or intersect 
•  Intersect intervals (easy), might start with less stringent cutoff 
•  For merge: “concatenate” (paste to one file),  “merge” intervals (but 

you lose score of peak!) 



Annotate peaks 
•  homer annotatePeaks 


